A comparison between flip-chip mounting of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) in microstrip transmission line technology and coplanar transmission line technology is presented. The influence of substrate proximity effects on the electrical behavior of the MMICs is examined and illustrated in normalized frequency independent graphs. Based on the results of this work, the performance of microstripMMICs used in flip-chip configuration can be estimated as a function of the chosen assembly geometry.
The common opinion is that MMICs designed in coplanar transmission line technology (coplanar waveguide, CPW) have a high compatibility with flip-chip mounting technology, while microstrip (MS) MMICs are not compatible. Various studies in the past have demonstrated design rules for finding the optimum bump height, distance or shape [2, 3] in order to minimize the transition loss. In this paper, the proximity effect corresponding to the distance between chip and substrate is examined for both microstrip and coplanar MMICs. A variation of the distance of the MMIC to the substrate in the FCMTprocess can be realized by choosing different heights of the bumps. 
II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSIS
The narrow gap 
IV. BEHAVIOR OF COPLANAR MMICs
For the equation of the characteristic impedance the general form is: 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
For a comparison of microstrip and coplanar MMIC behavior, it is advantageous to remove the frequency dependence in the previous equations. Fig. 9-11 show the normalized comparison graphs for both MS and CPW case, with Fig. 12-14 as the normalizing coefficients. The figures shown cover the realistic bump heights from 10 to 40 ptm.
The equations (1) and (3) For the case of a MS and CPW chip the equations for Iefi) ( (2) and (3)) have to be enlarged equivalently. The graphs in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 should be the same for both MMIC types due to the relative dielectric factor and the phase shift are only dependent of the position of the substrate. The slight difference observed is a measure of the computing accuracy, that is fairly high nevertheless. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental verification of the simulated results is illustrated in Fig. 15 . Two samples of the same MS-MMIC were first measured on chip. Afterwards, these chips were measured flip-chip mounted in two different configurations, the standard configuration as well as a configuration where the substrate proximity effect was actually removed by (laser-) drilling a radiation hole under the MMIC-area. A very good agreement with the previous graphs is given.
The difference AIS21 between on chip and flip chip measurements is the insertion loss of the bumps. This insertion loss matches the statements in [2] exactly. 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has demonstrated theoretical and practical results that aid the successful design of flip-chip modules. Based on the applied theory and the corresponding simulation graphs a designer of a flip-chip circuit is able to quantitatively estimate the proximity effect between MMICs (both coplanar and microstrip) and the substrate. Therefore, this work provides some novel hints and design rules being required to achieve high performance flip-chip circuits in terms of insertion loss and phase shift.
